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AT&T and Google Cloud Team Up to Enable Network
Edge 5G Computing Solutions for Enterprises
New solutions delivered by AT&T and Google Cloud help solve real
business challenges by bringing Google Cloud to the AT&T edge

Sunnyvale, CA and Dallas, TX, March 5, 2020 – Today, Google Cloud and AT&T announced a collaboration to
help enterprises take advantage of Google Cloud’s technologies and capabilities using AT&T network
connectivity at the edge, including 5G. Additionally, AT&T and Google Cloud intend to deliver a portfolio of 5G
edge computing solutions that bring together AT&T’s network, Google Cloud’s leading technologies, and edge
computing to help enterprises address real business challenges. 

These edge computing solutions will be powered by AT&T’s network and will utilize Google Cloud’s core
capabilities in Kubernetes, artificial intelligence (AI) and machine learning (ML), data and analytics, and other
leading technologies delivered across a global footprint. By bringing Google Cloud compute and capabilities to
the edge, businesses can move infrastructure from centralized locations to these edges and run applications
closer to end users, thereby minimizing latency, optimizing operations, providing stronger security and
delivering compelling, innovative end user experiences. 

“We are delighted to work with AT&T, a 5G leader, to help enterprises and the industry harness the potential of
5G,” said Thomas Kurian, CEO, Google Cloud. “Our co-innovation with AT&T aims to bring a multitude of 5G and
Edge Computing solutions to address a diversity of use cases, driving real business value in industries like retail,
manufacturing, gaming and more. We are deeply committed to helping drive positive business outcomes for
enterprises by working with AT&T on 5G.”

“We’re working with Google Cloud to deliver the next generation of cloud services,” said Mo Katibeh, EVP and
CMO, AT&T Business. “Combining AT&T’s network edge, including 5G, with Google Cloud’s edge compute
technologies can unlock the cloud’s true potential. This work is bringing us closer to a reality where cloud and
edge technologies give businesses the tools to create a whole new world of experiences for their customers.”

These edge computing solutions can span multiple industries, including manufacturing, retail, transportation,
local enterprise 5G, and gaming. By defining and developing these solutions with enterprise customers, Google
Cloud and AT&T are going beyond the theoretical by addressing real-world business challenges and
opportunities.

In addition to developing new solutions, Google Cloud and AT&T will collaborate to enable independent software
vendors, solutions providers, developers, and other technology companies to build new solutions using Google
Cloud, the AT&T Network Edge, and their own capabilities.

To learn more about Google Cloud and AT&T’s work together, visit

cloud.google.com/solutions/telecommunications.

About Google Cloud

Google Cloud accelerates every organization’s ability to transform through data powered innovation with the
best infrastructure, platform, industry solutions and expertise for digital transformation. We deliver enterprise-
grade cloud solutions that leverage Google’s cutting-edge technology to help companies operate more
efficiently, modernize for growth, and innovate for the future. Customers in more than 150 countries turn to
Google Cloud as their trusted partner to solve their most critical business problems.

About AT&T Communications

We help family, friends and neighbors connect in meaningful ways every day. From the first phone call 140+
years ago to mobile video streaming, we innovate to improve lives. We have the nation’s fastest wireless
network.** And according to America’s biggest test, we have the nation’s best wireless network.*** We’re
building FirstNet just for first responders and creating next-generation mobile 5G. With a range of TV and video
products, we deliver entertainment people love to talk about. Our smart, highly secure solutions serve nearly 3
million global businesses – nearly all of the Fortune 1000. And worldwide, our spirit of service drives employees

http://cloud.google.com/solutions/telecommunications


to give back to their communities.

AT&T Communications is part of AT&T Inc. (NYSE:T). Learn more at att.com/CommunicationsNews.

AT&T products and services are provided or offered by subsidiaries and affiliates of AT&T Inc. under the AT&T
brand and not by AT&T Inc. Additional information about AT&T products and services is available at
about.att.com. Follow our news on Twitter at @ATT, on Facebook at facebook.com/att and on YouTube at
youtube.com/att.

© 2020 AT&T Intellectual Property. All rights reserved. AT&T, the Globe logo and other marks are trademarks
and service marks of AT&T Intellectual Property and/or AT&T affiliated companies. All other marks contained
herein are the property of their respective owners.

**Based on analysis by Ookla® of Speedtest Intelligence® data average download speeds for Q4 2019. Ookla
trademarks used under license and reprinted with permission.***GWS OneScore, September 2019.
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